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Summary

Change is not something unique to human experience. The speed of, and the need for,
change in this globalizing world, however, is a unique phenomenon. Some societies have
displayed amazing capacities to deal with accelerated change within both its planned and
natural forms. Other societies have not been so successful. Regardless, remarkable
progress has been made in understanding and implementing planned organizational
change (POC) with the objective of minimizing social pain and dysfunctionalisms in
achieving greater productivity.
POC is a complex and difficult undertaking. It demands the services of well-trained and
educated professionals, especially those in the character of change agent. A proven body
of knowledge and practical socio-technology now exists by which to facilitate diagnoses,
assessment and systematic implementation of organizational change. Too often the
missing element in change is a weak public will which is constrained by inertia and
resistance to innovation. In such incidences a strong government presence is necessary in
the form of a catalyst, sweeping away antipathies and spreading hope and optimism. POC
rests upon positive belief that socio-economic conditions can be made better, and that the
curse of mass poverty may be eradicated and a full measure of social justice achieved. In
this sense the positive social action concepts of Mannheim and Myrdal win out over the
pessimistic ones of Freud and Weber. Organizational affairs can be systematically
changed for the benefit of all.
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1. Context
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Progressive societies are pluralistic and differentiated in character. Innumerable
organizations in a complex and dynamic enterprise setting service specific human needs.
Using the language of economists, these organizations come into existence because
human beings demand products and services to meet their deep psychological needs.
Goods and services have the attribute of utility, i.e. want—gratifying power. They are
mere instruments to satisfy human needs. Hungry people find utility in food; food hence
becomes the instrument for gratification/satisfaction of a basic need for nourishment. The
criterion for the existence of any organization is its production of want-satisfying
instruments (things). If an organization cannot produce efficiently and effectively those
things—constituencies of a given demand/want—then there is no reason for its continued
existence. Utility is the raison d’etre of organizational undertaking. Under free enterprise
competition, organizations are constantly being constituted (created) and reconstituted
(reformed) and displaced (destroyed). Driven by the introduction of new technology, old
organizations fail and new ones replace them. The market, even under constrained
conditions, serves as the arbiter of organizational life.
Some societies seem to have an innate capacity to create organizations and foster change
and development, whereas other societies seem trapped in inertia and stagnation. Change
is often left to the unknown and a belief in fate, with inevitable dire socio-economic
consequences.
Evolutionary change is a fact of life and must be accepted. However, too often the results
of evolutionary change are costly and painful. There is a better way by which to produce
“utilities” and achieve socio-economic advancement. Great progress has been made in
identifying elements in change, and for their design and composition in the process of
systematic implementation toward specific goal accomplishment. Change need not be a
haphazard and precarious affair filled with uncertainties and dysfunctionalisms—a trial
and error experience. A proven and useful body of knowledge and socio-technology is
available which may be applied in constructive and beneficial ways for facilitating
organizational change and societal development.
Within its paradigmatic character for development, planned change as a pragmatic
instrumentality has steadily grown and strengthened. It now involves multi-images over a
broad intellectual spectrum ranging from machine or mechanical to natural or biological.
In their complexities organizations are regarded as organic or living systems where the
technical and the social have become integrated into working components and therefore
yield higher levels of explanatory knowledge. Organizational change can be carried out in
a professional and systematic way.
In dynamic terms the action for change rests upon the premise that some person, group or
organizational unit (treated as a behavior unit which functions as a change agent) can
work consciously, deliberately and collaboratively toward attaining goals, which have
been formulated and planned in advance. The objective is improved performance and
operation of an organizational (client) system through the application of appropriate
knowledge and socio-technology. The too prevalent condition of disjointed and untimely
change may be reduced, and planned order claimed.
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2. Organizations: Delineations and Specifics
Organizations as social units may be categorized into two taxonomic classes based upon
their origin: natural and artificial. Natural organization emerges out of the basic social
nature of humankind such as families, clans, tribes and communal groups. They take on
an enduring quality characterized by strong institutional behavior (a rule governing
process). In contrast, artificial organizations are deliberately created (constituted and
reconstituted) to achieve specific purposes such as armies, corporations, schools and
hospitals. They are expendable social units and marked by malleable institutional
behavior. Except for the case of religious organization, artificial ones are usually
short-lived.
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In concept, both classes of organization are treated as open and dynamic socio-technical
systems. By this it is meant that there is a continuing process of input, thruput
(transformation) and output accomplished by means of some type of social entity. The
totality of this activity and the social structure is called an organizational system or
simply “organization”. Organizations by character are goal-seeking entities and survive,
let alone progress, only as to their success in goal accomplishment. Families dissolve and
corporations perish when goals, stated or unstated, remain unsatisfactorily achieved.
By definition the ideal organization is one in a state of optimization where the highest
possible utility through social transactions is produced. This situation is only possible in a
free and open society, which embodies a free and open market (free enterprise system).
Without going into technicalities, free enterprise is an exceedingly complex system,
which is constantly faced with ongoing change and transformation. It has a
Darwinian-like character. Organizations are continually being born, transformed, and
destroyed.
Especially necessary in this critical circumstance is a healthy or constructive relationship
between two kinds of organizational entities with different programmed life cycles, i.e.
more permanent-type organizations (basically non-expendable) and less permanent-type
organizations (basically expendable). A simple illustration may be found in Californian
agricultural enterprise where at harvest time there is developed a working relationship
between the farmer and transient field workers. To achieve the goal of harvesting the crop,
a temporary organization is established between the two parties, which dissolves upon the
completion of the harvest. The farmer’s organization continues on, whereas the
farmer-transients’ organization passes into dormancy or vanishes. In longer time the
farmer’s organization may be ended at his/her death or dissolved into the form of an urban
development. The farmer may fail, with farm assets taken over in bankruptcy court.

To achieve a healthy relationship between the more permanent and the less permanent
kinds of organizations requires an extraordinary ethos of personal opportunity
incorporated into a mature community/national socio-economic infrastructure. In
developing societies this matter is complicated in that socio-economic infrastructure must
be created at the same time as productive organizations are being established. A case at
point is that no socio-economic progress is possible unless there exists political order
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confined within a body of law and an independent court system. Successful organization
demands predictability and patterned socio-economic behavior.
3. Context of change intervention
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Planned organizational change (POC) is a professional undertaking not unlike the
relationship that exists between a medical doctor and patient. Although there may be
found in POC situations several kinds of agents such as organizational stakeholders, the
most important is the change agent who is a fully fledged professional equipped with the
knowledge and means to strategically intervene into the affairs of an organization (client
system). Built into this relationship is that these two principal actors involved in the
change, the change agent and the client organization/system, will work together
consciously, deliberately, and collaboratively. Furthermore, this change relationship will
result in improved operation and performance (productivity) of the client
organization/system through the systematic application of appropriate social science
knowledge and technology. The change effort is designed to lead a program of action and
study, and not to provide for a specious description of accomplishment. Involved are
mutual goal setting by the two principal actors and periodic assessment toward attainment
thereof during the change process, establishment of some type of influence relationships
including proper channels of communication between the principle change actors, and
institution of rational planning with the capacity of reification and reiteration, and the
systematic conduct of administrative action.
Organizational change brought about by radical means of terror, violence, coercive force,
and related measures will not be considered in this section, even though these practices
have been prevalent throughout the last century in the quest to bring about wholesale
socio-economic change.
Seeking how to disaggregate and thereby work with ongoing evolutionary and/or
revolutionary configurations of change forces within the totality of POC is mandatory.
Natural organizational change is always present, i.e. a situation where no apparent
consciousness, deliberativeness, and predetermined goal setting in the process of change
has prevailed.
POC assumes that the change can be packaged and delivered over a definite time-line
period with clearly demarcated development stages, although it recognizes that changed
and organizational adjustment is always a continuous process. Organizational dynamics
cannot be stopped; they may be speeded up and slowed down.
In operational terms the final objective sought by the endeavor of POC is a new state of
equilibrium for the proper functioning of the organization as an effective production
system. Basically, all the significant components of the organization’s production system
are in support of each other. As a consequence members of the organization find
heightened psychic security because of reconciliations of fundamental socio-cultural
differences. Built into the change state, if it did not exist previously, is a tendency toward
movement of change for development and growth.
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Development pertains to improved capabilities of the client organization to meet
demands placed on its production system. Growth pertains to increase in size of the
production system. Both of these include the three discrete types of organizational
output—goods, services and psychic satisfactions.
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Involved in a particular change action, in the barest analytical terms, are found seven
operational elements: (1) a client organization encompassing when necessary its
operational domain (system); (2) a change agent along with other change actors; (3) a
change myth and doctrine embraced to a more or less extent by the client organization and
change agent and/or other change actors; (4) a set of change goals conceived as final
organizational ends; (5) a perceived structuring of change, both as a grand strategy and as
an action program; (6) a systematic application of change strategies and tactics; and (7) an
authentic assessment and evaluation of the change endeavor. Each of these operational
elements in some way or another is inextricably linked to the others in some patterned
whole. Only with utmost care is it possible to give attention to one of these operational
elements without considering the other(s).
4. Change components and their dynamic relationships
4.1 Assessing the Social-Technical System(s)

Even a simple agrarian enterprise is a complex system. The organizational boundaries in
the production process often become difficult to determine where there are usually found
multiple resources—agents that introduce and facilitate input of productive factors.

Change dynamics can best be understood in the content of a socio-technical system which
lends itself to posing a number of questions such as: (1) What are the strategic parts of the
system? (2) What is the nature of their mutual dependency? (3) What are the main
processes in the system which link together the parts and facilitate their adjustments? (4)
How are higher and/or lower order systems linked together? (5) What are the power and
communication centers and patterns? (6) What are the goals of the organizational system?
Assessment of the extent and kind of change will determine how well these questions are
addressed.
Although not complete, since every POC has its own peculiarities, nevertheless seven
change components have singular importance and exist/persist throughout the course of
change dynamics. They comprise the elements of POC earlier mentioned within the terms
of a socio-technical system.

-
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